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ABSTRACT

Despite assistive technologies existing to help people with disabilities interact with software, these tools are often hard to use and not personalized to what a user individually needs. In response to these challenges, new work in the maker community has sought to empower people with disabilities to build their own assistive technologies and to create agency over how one can interact with technology. We discuss current challenges to building accessible technology and overcome these obstacles by presenting V11, a simple cross-platform programming interface to enable the creation of community-driven assistive technology. To evaluate the effectiveness of V11 in environments with novice programmers, we conducted design workshops with undergraduate CS students, who brainstormed solutions to a real accessibility problem and then used V11 to prototype their idea. We found that V11 can help students with limited programming experience build complex assistive technologies and we discuss next steps to engage communities in the creation of these personalized assistive tools.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Human-centered computing → Accessibility; • Social and professional topics → Computing education.
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1 PROBLEM & MOTIVATION

Through the transformation of computing into a tool for social connection and creativity, the opportunity to democratize creative expression and civic engagement [25] is inherently an exhilarating mission that we see has grasped much of the rhetoric emerging from the tech industry [34]. And yet, whether it be the CS4All movement [51] or digital media’s participatory culture [9], the moniker that these new systems have been built ‘for all’ seems to leave out the differences and restrictions that many people with disabilities face when trying to access and participate in digital ecosystems [15]. While the tools and design methods to make one’s applications and websites accessible certainly exist, the responsibility to uphold social values through computing [15], such as accessibility and inclusion, is often left to others, if not entirely forgotten. This is apparent in both a quantitative sense, where 98.1% of the top 1 million website homepages have at least one accessibility guideline failure [53], and in more nuanced accessible design challenges, such as creating inclusive collaborative awareness in real-time editing [13] and building accessible interfaces for professional audio editors [44]. One quickly realizes that there is no universal accessibility and that customized solutions are required to truly build for everyone [15].

Given this responsibility to create access through computing, it is critical to include accessibility curriculum into computer science education. This has spurred work to integrate inclusive design skills such as design for user empowerment [29], empathy building [39], and the creation of accessible web [43] and native applications [10] into coursework. However, despite these new ways of introducing accessibility, students are often not taught effectively and even when they are, do not later apply accessibility skills they have learned in practice [55]. Additional barriers to promoting accessibility through education, such as the difficulty for students without a disability to understand how people with disabilities interact with technology [17], means that the tools and curricula used to teach accessibility need to support both students and community members who engage in the design process of new accessible technologies.

We use this background to motivate the design of V11, a programming interface for building assistive technology in the JavaScript language. Due to accessibility needing to be individualized and the difficulties for even many experienced programmers to build accessible software, we designed V11 to empower community-driven assistive technology design that could help anyone with a little programming background to create agency over the way they can interact with a computer. We accomplish this by abstracting platform-dependent accessibility interfaces into a DOM-like structure for querying and modifying the native accessibility tree. Additionally, V11 exposes procedures to present data to users through both audio and visual modalities. Due to its similarity with web programming concepts and its abstraction of advanced programming systems, such as audio processors and interface trees, both web and systems programming classes can integrate V11 into existing curricula.

V11 was evaluated by novice CS students who participated in a design workshop to brainstorm and prototype an assistive technology solution to a real accessibility challenge. Participants highlighted the effectiveness of V11 as an easy-to-learn platform for exploring accessibility through programming and found it fun and simple to go from ideation to implementation of an assistive technology. These results affirm that accessibility can be created even with limited programming knowledge. We then discuss our next steps to grow V11 and broaden access to customizable and personalized assistive technology.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

This work builds on insights into the design of APIs and programming languages that has been applied to assistive technology design, do-it-yourself (DIY) accessibility, and inclusive making.
2.1 API & Programming Language Design
There is a rich history of applying design methods to the creation of APIs and programming languages with a goal to increase these tools’ usability for education, creativity, and social impact. Pane et al. introduce programming languages as user interfaces between a computer and a programmer, and that standard design methods can be leveraged to create more usable languages [37]. More formal methods for designing programming languages have been introduced [35], but these continue to be based on human-centered approaches to designing a range of digital interfaces. These methods have been applied to projects that have taken many different views to what a programming language is [27]. Expressive languages like Scratch [40] are designed to engage young child in the creation of digital media, while languages like Gidget [30] empower computer science students who might be intimidated by debugging and error messages.

As frameworks and toolkits, also known as application programming interfaces (APIs), become common layers on top of programming languages for functionality and reusability [36], the methods for designing programming languages have been adapted to the creation of APIs. API designers must take into account a range of factors when creating these interfaces, including performance, power, and usability [50]. Myers and Stylos survey the effective techniques for designing APIs for usability [36] and find many shared principles from programming language design. Using these methods, our work builds on this field to consider how current accessibility API design patterns work against enabling a low-floor to building assistive technologies, and how more usable and familiar APIs can be created to assist in developing community-driven assistive technologies.

2.2 Assistive Technology Design
While there are many types of physical and digital devices that help people with disabilities interact with computers and the world, our work begins by discovering opportunities for assistive technology that provide accessible interfaces to digital devices. Common tools that currently exist include screen readers, magnifiers, braille displays, conversation interfaces, and single-button controllers. These tools are often built and depend on a specific operating system. For instance, when users rely on a screen reader to control their computer through auditory descriptions of a user interface, macOS users will use VoiceOver [31], while Windows users may use Narrator [31], NVDA [1], or JAWS [47].

In addition to these built in tools, software developers are provided with interfaces to build their own digital assistive technologies. Most operating systems expose low-level APIs [4, 14, 16, 18, 20, 32, 33] to retrieve accessible representations of computer programs, termed the accessibility tree, and these interfaces allows the tree to be presented through assistive technologies. While these interfaces can enable advanced technologies, like screenreaders, they often require a depth of knowledge in systems programming and platform-related frameworks to use. For instance, the Apple AX APIs require the knowledge of both the C programming language [42] and the Core Foundation framework [5]. These APIs are also almost always dependent on the platform, i.e. the Android, Windows, Mac, and Linux APIs are all different. In response to some of the difficulties to observing and manipulating the accessibility tree, higher-level scripting languages like AppleScript [12] and JavaScript for Automation [2] have been created, which provide access to the accessibility tree’s data without the requirement to master low-level systems frameworks. Despite this, these abstracted APIs face other restrictions, such as continuing to be platform-dependent and providing a limited syntax that does not take advantage of the expressive nature of these scripting languages.

V11 takes a “write once run anywhere” approach to accessibility and we synthesize these APIs into a design that allows for new comers to understand accessibility trees and to create advanced applications that would be difficult to write with existing accessibility APIs. Rather than creating a long list of prerequisite knowledge to then begin understanding how accessibility on digital devices works, we take the stance that accessibility is in itself a nuanced topic that should be introduced with as little overhead as possible. While some accessibility APIs often seem forgotten or bare-bones, V11 is purposefully built to be opinionated and understandable for our project’s stakeholders.

2.3 DIY Accessibility & Inclusive Making
While assistive technologies to interact with computers do exist, the limited usefulness and satisfaction of these tools has spurred work to empower people with disabilities to be actively involved as inventors and collaborators of assistive technologies. Philips and Zhao note that 29.3% of assistive technologies are abandoned due to poor performance. They advise that including users’ needs into the design process is required to create effective technologies [38]. Bigham highlights that new technologies, particularly artificial intelligence, are often placed onto people with disabilities, making them become early adopters [6]. To prevent these technologies from limiting the agency of people with disabilities, he argues that we must build on the lived experiences that these users can provide. Ladhner also introduces the design for user empowerment methodology [29], which works to increase self-determination for people with disabilities by including them in all components of the design process.

In parallel, the “maker” community has created tools and environments that foster personal expression and powerful ideas through one’s lived experiences. Blickstein introduces expressive technology as an agent of emancipation and humanization that can harness a student’s creativity and agency in their own communities [7]. Later, he also highlights the history of the maker movement, and argues that students can use computational tools to construct culturally meaningful artifacts that solve personal problems [8]. Kuznetsov and Paulos describe the low barrier DIY communities provide to fully expressing individual creativity through solving problems in these environments [28]. Vossoughi et al. push back against stereotypes of the maker community, and brings to light the importance of integrating students’ cultural histories into making activities [52].

Research at this intersection of making and accessibility has enabled opportunities for people with disabilities to create more personalized and usable assistive technologies, while also developing agency and control over the technologies that they use. Hurst and Kane present new accessible making tools as an opportunity...
to empower individuals to create their own personalized assistive technologies [23]. Hurst and Tobias build on these findings through design recommendations [24] for DIY assistive technologies that showcase many people’s excitement at designing new assistive technologies and that custom built assistive technology can be less expensive and work better than traditional technologies. Hamidi et al. also introduces Sensebox [22], a DIY platform for creating audio interfaces for therapy, and argue that providing maker tools that are simple, customizable, affordable, and accessible, allows audio therapists to create more personalized experiences with their clients. Worsley et al. reflects on the creation of MultiCAD and Tangicraft, and contend that the development of multimodal AI technologies can democratize the opportunities for people with disabilities to build their own assistive technologies [54].

V11 builds on the ideas and technologies from the DIY accessibility and maker communities through providing simple and usable APIs for building assistive technologies. Similar to tools like Arduino and Makey-Makey [11], the creative experiences that making can initiate are enabled by easy to learn technologies with a low-floor of entry, a high-ceiling of opportunity, and a wide variety of applications [41]. While it is important to note that all areas of making should be accessible to people with disabilities, and our work is not trying to define assistive technology creation as the singular opportunity for people with disabilities in the maker community, the life experiences and limited usability of current assistive technologies create an opportunity for maker culture to spur a self-determined future for assistive technologies where community-driven development can create highly meaningful and individualized accessible digital experiences.

3 UNIQUENESS OF THE APPROACH
Our work is composed of three parts: a formative work study to explore the opportunities in designing tools for accessibility, the prototyping of an accessibility API, and an evaluation of our API design through a workshop with students.

3.1 Formative Work
To better understand the educational landscape of accessibility in computer science, we surveyed 16 undergraduate CS students about their experiences and tool usage when designing in classes for accessibility. We recruited these students through university mailing lists. Participants included four freshmen, three sophomores, five juniors, and four seniors.

We separated the survey into three sections: computer science experience, accessibility experience, and knowledge of content creation applications. Computer science experience questions contextualized our study participants by asking them about how many CS courses they had taken, what languages they were familiar with, and what their experience with human-computer interaction and design was. Accessibility experience questions explored whether, and where, any of our participants had thought about, or engaged in the usage, of accessibility tools and design practices and what specific tools they had previously used to create accessible designs. Finally, we asked questions about the participant’s knowledge on a range of professional content creation tools, such as GarageBand, iMovie, and the Adobe Creative Cloud suite, to better understand what professional applications the study participants could engage with in the design of an assistive technology to evaluate our work.

3.2 API Design
Building on the existing assistive frameworks and APIs that exist and the feedback for opportunities in accessibility from our formative work, we began iteratively designing an API for building assistive technology. We wanted to mix what students already knew with the existing platforms for assistive technology that currently existed, so that everyone from community members, students, and professionals could engage in the assistive technology design process. To have small iterative tests of new prototypes, we worked with a number of researchers who were building their own assistive technologies to implement and evaluate features using our prototype APIs. Using the feedback from our research peers, we then adapted the API.

3.3 Student Design Workshop
Once satisfied with our initial version of the API, we then designed a workshop for students to brainstorm a solution to a real accessibility problem and to prototype that solution using the V11 API. We recruited participants from our needfinding study (n = 10). Our workshop utilized a modified version of the Google Design Sprint method [26]. Students used the Map, Sketch, Decide, Prototype, Test structure, but the session was conducted individually for scheduling flexibility and we condensed the workshop to 90 minutes. 10 minutes were spent exploring V11 through a demonstration.

Then, participants read a brief that described the accessibility challenge they would design for. It was critical that V11 was evaluated within the context of solving a real accessibility challenge. Therefore, the workshop’s design brief synthesized Saha and Piper’s exposition of challenges for visually impaired audio engineers who use desktop audio editors [45]. Specifically, the brief focused on one challenge, that working with multiple tracks or streams of audio is difficult within audio editing applications. Participants’ goal during the workshop was to use the structured design methodology to ideate and implement a solution to one aspect of this design problem for the GarageBand application.

Afterwards, 15 minutes were spent brainstorming solutions. Participants would start by writing many ideas and finish by refining them into 1-2 insights. The remaining time would be used to implement one insight using V11. While instructors could answer questions and give suggestions to a stuck participant, they were not allowed to write any code. Finally, participants filled out a reflection about V11 and their creation.

4 RESULTS & CONTRIBUTIONS
Through our formative work, we showcase the need to expose students to opportunities in accessibility across the multiple sub-fields of computer science. Given the lessons and insights we found, we then argue for and introduce V11, a design for a shared accessibility API that can empower students and communities to embed their lived experiences in the creation of personalized assistive technology. We evaluate V11 through a design workshop where introductory computer science students worked on building real assistive technology using V11. Finally, we discuss the findings of
our initial work with V11 and opportunities that we continue to explore in its design and applications.

4.1 Formative Work

Figure 1: Accessibility discussion frequency in CS courses.

Five students noted familiarity with an accessibility standard such as WCAG or WAI. When reflecting on these standards, four students noted learning these concepts through a university class, while two students noted learning through self-exploration and two students noted learning through an internship. Nine students had completed an HCI course. Six of those students’ courses included accessibility programming lessons. Finally, five students had completed a course that included lessons on disability studies.

When asked to rank the frequency of classes that included accessibility topics in HCI/Design (HCID) versus non-HCID CS courses, eleven students stated that discussions including accessibility topics are never brought up in non-HCID CS courses (figure 1). On average, students ranked that discussions surrounding accessibility occurred 26.25% more frequently in HCID CS courses than non-HCID CS courses (t=-4.05; p=0.0001). While larger studies will give better insights into accessibility exposure in CS education, this study identifies that there is a lack of non-HCID CS curriculum that incorporates accessibility. While this is quite disappointing given the applicability of accessibility in systems [19, 48], programming language [21, 46, 49], and machine learning [6, 54] courses, the current literature and critiques of accessibility in CS curricula reinforce these findings.

4.2 V11 Design & Features

Our formative work identified a clear need to develop accessibility that were similar to introductory tools found in the computer science classroom. However, there remains a high level of complexity in tools used to create accessible applications in non-web programming environments. To address this barrier, we designed a programming interface to simplify the creation of assistive technology that is available across all major platforms, easy to learn for a new CS student, and can be integrated within existing introductory curricula. Given these design requirements, we chose to abstract core assistive services from MacOS’s AXUIElement, Windows’ IUIAutomation, and Linux’s ATK into a platform-agnostic C++ library for accessibility (figure 2). While this is useful in solving our first requirement, there remains constraints that prevent many new CS students from engaging with the tool. C++ is a difficult language to learn, and many courses start with high-level languages such as JavaScript, Python, or Java when teaching introductory CS concepts. Additionally, C++ was not designed for querying and manipulating tree-like user interfaces and it has no native event system for performing actions when users open applications or interact with interface elements, both important components of assistive technologies.

Therefore, we built a Node.JS JavaScript wrapper for the assistive core library. Because of JavaScript’s use on the web, both systems and web courses have the potential to incorporate this tool into their curriculum. Furthermore, it builds upon JavaScript’s capabilities for querying and manipulating the Document Object Model (DOM), which has a similar structure to the native accessibility tree. This parallel provides a familiarity to the programming interface, as many API design decisions were based off of equivalent APIs for JavaScript’s DOM interface. The resulting programming interface is V111, a native JavaScript library that provides a core set of components for creating assistive technology: listening for keyboard and application events, retrieving system information, querying and modifying an application’s accessibility tree, and presenting information to users in both visual and auditory modalities.

4.3 Student Design Workshops

During the workshops, each participant generated an average of 4 designs and combined total of 42 (figure 3). We coded the ideas resulting in three types of projects. Information retrieval interfaces (IRIs) are systems that retrieve the state of multiple tracks without using the GUI. Example interfaces included new keyboard shortcuts and conversational interfaces. These interfaces were used to retrieve different information, such as volume levels, mute status, and track type. Task automation interfaces (TAIs) were the most common creation. TAIs reapplied IRI interfaces to automate complex tasks, such as applying effects to tracks, toggling mute, adjusting the volume, and providing shortcuts for actions. Command line interfaces (CLIs) were used as IRIs and TAIs. These systems were declared within a terminal, and they use a command + arguments format.

Participants rated the effectiveness of the workshop for teaching accessibility highly, with an average of 4.6/5. Additionally, before

1 Source code and documentation can be found at: https://github.com/InclusiveTechNU/v11
the study, students rated their interest in accessibility technology an average of 2.7/5. After the study, this increased to 4.1/5; a 28% increase in interest (t=-3.21; p=0.0024). The ease of learning prior-used accessibility tools was rated on average 2.7/5 and participants rated the ease of learning V11 on average 4.3/5; a 32% increase in ease of learning (t=-3.379; p=0.0016).

In written reflections, students noted that they found V11 exciting because it was familiar and they would be unsure of how to implement their designs without V11. When asked how they would build their tool without V11, one student wrote: "I honestly would not know where to start." Many comments similarly identified that V11 was very familiar to them. "V11 felt very similar to the DOM model of online websites...I happened to have spent some time using plain javascript as well as jQuery, so this was not a super new concept to me - it felt familiar." Many students also saw connections to their current CS coursework, with one student finding multiple courses that she could connect the workshop back to: "I actually could see it in an OS class, a web dev class, and an accessibility-focused class. For OS, for example, the idea would be to use V11 to be able to inspect, access, and modify system elements...In web dev, it would be a cool extension to learn about the DOM."

Workshop participants also found solving accessibility challenges to be very worthwhile. One student described how they would, "Love to know more about accessibility issues with technologies I take for granted," while another student wrote that, "I do have an interest in building assistive technology, but for a while I wasn’t really sure if there were too many frameworks out there...V11 is great because it opened my eyes to the process and convinced me that these technologies do exist!" While not all students were convinced that they wanted to continue building assistive technology, some did see connections in the framework that would help them support more accessibility features in their own software. One student noted: "Even if my end goal is not to make [an assistive technology], I can always implement these ideas into projects of my own and constantly think of ways to better my projects."

While much of the feedback was positive from the reflections, there remains room for improvement. Some participants noted that error messages were not always helpful. Additionally, there remains a learning curve. One participant wrote: "I wish there were more examples and code snippets," while another student described how, "At first I was confused on how to access certain elements...However, after about an hour or so, I actually got the hang of it and was working much faster."

4.4 Discussion & Future Work

In the design workshops, students built new assistive technologies from ideation through implementation. Given the novice nature of our participants’ programming skills, this highlights an exciting first step at introducing assistive technology design with a very low overhead. Many of these prototypes would have required hundreds of lines of code in a native accessibility API, but were written in less than twenty lines with V11.

While our study provides exciting results, there is far more work to reach our goal of community-driven assistive technology. Participants indicated areas of improvement in the design of V11 that need to be addressed. Additionally, while developing accessibility allyship through CS remains an important moral obligation, it is also critical that we empower non-programmers with disabilities to build solutions to the problems they experience by providing tools that do not require programming or by providing curriculum that targets an introductory CS curriculum towards the low overhead of V11.
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